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ABSTRACT

We describe a method of generating saliency maps that com-
bines symmetry with traditional contrast information. Log
Gabor filtering is used to obtain local frequency information
that can be used to both calculate local symmetry and edge re-
sponses. The symmetry information is combined with center-
surround responses from color (either in RGB or LAB), ori-
entation, and intensity features. The algorithm is evaluated
on the Kootstra dataset and shown to significantly outperform
three state-of-the-art models that utilize either contrast only or
symmetry only based responses. A subjective evaluation by
13 human observers of image regions selected by 3 variants of
our algorithm shows the significant benefit of including sym-
metry information in addition to contrast-based features.

Index Terms— log gabor, saliency, symmetry

1. INTRODUCTION

When observing a crowded scene, the human eye can quickly
filter out noise and focus on interesting (i.e., salient) regions.
Modeling this natural behavior is quite difficult because hu-
man vision is not well understood. Numerous attempts have
been made to build models of this natural behavior using a
wide variety of methodologies including cognitive, bayesian,
graphical, and spectral approaches [1]. Saliency maps have
been used for numerous applications, including predicting eye
movements [2] and aiding object recognition [3].

We present a model to compute a saliency map using a
stimulus-driven (bottom-up) methodology based upon feature
contrast and symmetry. At the low level, we differ from many
models in our choice of color space and the use of log Gabor
filters to produce edge responses. In addition, we utilize the
response of the log Gabor filters to compute local symmetries
as an additional channel to enhance the saliency map.

2. THE MODEL

Input is provided in the form of a color image in any resolu-
tion. This image is split into several visual feature maps based
upon different aspects of human vision. A linear combination

of these maps forms the final saliency map, which higlights
the most conspicuous locations in the image.

2.1. Color Space Feature Maps

A common way of representing a color image on a computer
involves using the RGB color space. Our approach uses the
CIE LAB color space, which was designed to closely mimic
how human vision is believed to perceive color [4]. It de-
scribes color in terms of luminosity, red-green opponency,
and blue-yellow opponency.

Each color channel is subjected to a center-surround op-
eration to emphasize regions of contrast. This is implemented
by filtering with difference of gaussian (DoG) filters at sev-
eral scales. DoG filters closely resemble the receptive fields
of neurons in early visual processing; the center is excited
while the surrounding area is inhibited [5]. The filters are
generated by:
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over four scales (σ = 4, 8, 16, 32 pixels), giving the model
some degree of scale invariance. The response for each chan-
nel is then: ∣∣∣∣∣∑
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We refer to the results of this operation as L, A, and B, for
each respective color channel.

2.2. Orientation Feature Maps

The orientations of edges provide another cue to finding the
most salient objects within an image [6]. Traditionally, these
edge responses are computed by filtering the image with Ga-
bor filters over multiple scales and orientations. We differ
here in that we opt to use log Gabor filters, which have a
Gaussian transfer function when viewed on a log scale and
allow arbitrarily large bandwidth filters while maintaining a
zero DC component in the even symmetric filter. It has been
suggested that these filters better model the responses of cor-
tical cells [7].



The log Gabor filter bank is constructed using several pa-
rameters: the number of scales S#, the number of orienta-
tions O#, the minimum filter wavelength min wl, the multi-
plier between successive scales mult, and σf , the ratio of the
standard deviation of the Gaussian describing the log Gabor
filter’s transfer function in the frequency domain to the filter
center frequency. The filters are built in the frequency domain
from the product of a radial component, which controls the
frequency response, and an angular component, which con-
trols the orientation response.

The radial component is defined by:
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where f0 is the filter’s center frequency and is related to our
current scale s by f0 = (min wl ×mults).

The angular component is then constructed:

G(θ) =
cos ∆θ(θ) + 1

2
(4)

where ∆θ(θ) is constructed from the angular distance from
the filter’s orientation θ0:

ds(θ) = cos(θ) cos(θ0)− cos(θ) sin(θ0)

dc(θ) = cos(θ) cos(θ0) + sin(θ) sin(θ0)

∆θ(θ) = min (|atan2(ds(θ), dc(θ))| , π)

In our experiments, we utilize a log Gabor bank with
S# = 7, O# = 6, min wl = 3.0, mult = 1.5, and
σf = 0.55. The parameters were chosen such that the log
Gabor bank spanned roughly two octaves with some degree
of overlap between successive filters. The primary effect
of adjusting these parameters is to vary the scale of regions
which respond strongly to symmetry processing - thus they
were chosen to compromise between small and large objects.

Only the first three scales are used to compute the ori-
entation responses; the rest are only utilized in the symmetry
calculation. This is because the larger scales are not beneficial
in identifying most edges.

The magnitude response of each log Gabor filter is run
through the same DoG filtering pipeline as each color chan-
nel was to a achieve a total of 18 (from 3 spatial scales and
6 orientations) orientation center-surround responses. These
18 responses are then summed together to create one overall
orientation response, known as O, of an image.

2.3. Symmetry Feature Maps

The last cue we consider for saliency comes from local sym-
metry. Objects likely to be salient, such as man-made objects,
plants, and animals, often have pronounced symmetry; hence
it is believed to be an important aspect of bottom-up detection
[8].

To identify symmetry within an image, the local frequen-
cies are analyzed to determine local symmetries and asym-
metries. The aforementioned log Gabor filters are used to
accomplish this: the even component for local symmetry, and
the odd component for local asymmetry [9]. The differences
of these even and odd filters are taken over several orienta-
tions to yield the symmetry map:
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where en is the even cosine function, on is the odd sine func-
tion, An is the magnitude of the filter response, ε is a near
zero term to prevent division by zero, and T is a noise com-
pensation term based upon the median filter response at the
smallest scale of processing, as described in [10].

Unlike the previously generated maps, the symmetry re-
sponse is not passed through the DoG filters since we are in-
terested in regions with a strong symmetric response - not
necessarily in regions where there is a marked spatial change
in symmetric response.

2.4. Final Saliency Map

The final saliency map is a weighted linear combination of
the individually generated feature maps:

Saliency = wLN (L) + wAN (A) + wBN (B)

+ wON (O) + wSN (S)

Saliencyfinal = N (Saliency) (6)

We set all weights equal with the exception ofwA andwB ,
which receive half the value of the other weights, to give the
net contribution of color the same weight as any other feature.

The normalization operator N(.) is an iteratively applied
DoG filter, which serves to emphasize responses sufficiently
greater than their neighbors and inhibit similarly valued re-
gions [11]:

M ← [M +M ∗DoGN − Cinh]≥0 (7)

where Cinh is a constant inhibitory term and all negative val-
ues are replaced with zero. On the initial iteration M is ini-
tialized to zero and the input map is used for the filtering.
Parameterization of the DoG is identical to [11].

3. RESULTS AND EVALUATION

We evaluated our model under two different metrics: a stan-
dard scoring scheme (shuffled AUC, designed to minimize
center-bias [5]) using a publicly available dataset derived
from eye tracking experiments, and a subjective analysis
of the importance of regions identified by the algorithm as
salient by human participants.



Fig. 1. A sample image from the Kootstra dataset that benefits from a symmetry response. Ordering from left to right is: input,
LAB, SYM, human eye fixation data. LAB and SYM are explained in section 3.2.

3.1. Eye Movement Prediction

We evaluated our model on the Kootstra eye tracking dataset
[12], which features a total of 101 images in the categories
of animals, street scenes, buildings, flowers, and nature. The
images in the dataset often do not contain explicit objects or
salient regions and are not guaranteed to contain local sym-
metries. Shuffled AUC (area under the ROC curve) scores,
computed from an ROC curve where for each image, hu-
man fixations form positive samples and fixations from all
other images the negative samples [1], are shown in figure
2. Also included for comparison is the original Itti model
[11], the bayesian approach of [5], Kootstra’s symmetry based
approach [12], as well as human inter-observer and constant
gaussian blob performance. Scores were calculated using the
raw saliency maps output by each model with no post pro-
cessing.

Fig. 2. Shuffled AUC scores on the Kootstra dataset. Our re-
sults are significantly (p < 10−4) better than the closest per-
former, Itti, but also significantly below human performance.

3.2. Subjective Performance

A survey of 13 naı̈ve individuals evaluated saliency maps
computed by three variants of our model (no symmetry with

an RGB color scheme (RGB), no symmetry with LAB color
(LAB), and symmetry with LAB color (SYM)) on a set of
24 images that each contained one or more prominent ob-
jects. All non salient regions according to each model variant
were masked out, and participants ordered the masked images
from best to worst. Best was defined as the image that best
captured whatever the individual found most important in the
original image.

To ensure validity of the evaluation, none of the images
were used in the development of the models, and images had
no pre-determined biases towards any of the models. The or-
der in which the three separate models were displayed was
random, and each model was simply labeled “A”, “B”, or “C”.
For each image, the model with the highest ranking was given
a value of 3, followed by a value of 2, and a value of 1 for the
lowest ranking. Ties were allowed and the point values were
averaged accordingly. Overall, the SYM model masking had
the highest average value of 2.37, followed by 1.94 for LAB,
and 1.70 for RGB.

A two sample t-test was run to test whether the scores
were significantly different from one another. The corre-
sponding t and p values were:

Models t-score p-value
LAB > RGB 1.5214 0.0675
SYM > LAB 3.4031 6.9468 ∗ 10−4

SYM > RGB 4.5370 2.0399 ∗ 10−5

It can be concluded that the inclusion of symmetry clearly
helps the salient regions, but the null hypothesis cannot be
outright rejected for LABs improvement over RGB.

To test whether LAB was superior to RGB, the SYM re-
sults were discarded, and instead we ran a test to see whether
LAB is superior to RGB over 50% of the time. A z-value of
2.6042 and a p-value of 0.004604 were reported. Thus there
is some further evidence that LAB is superior to RGB for sig-
nificance levels above 0.01.

4. DISCUSSION

Our results show that our model with the inclusion of symme-
try features significantly outperforms three popular state-of-
the-art models on the Kootstra dataset. In addition, subjective



Fig. 3. An example of an image shown to survey participants. The original image followed by three randomly ordered masked
variants. In this case, the ordering is LAB, SYM, RGB.

testing favors the model variant that uses LAB and symme-
try. Our results provide evidence that symmetry is a relevant
feature in attentional selectivity.

With the eye tracking data, we found that symmetry com-
putation is particularly beneficial when indeed there is natural
symmetry in the image (as in many of the flower and nature
images). However, it can be less useful in scenes with little
relevant symmetry, such as many of the street scenes, where
our model would detect, e.g., the street as being symmetric
although that symmetry tends to not strongly attract human
gaze. Because we do not use symmetry in isolation but com-
bine it with the other feature maps through iterative normal-
ization, spurious symmetry responses are inhibited in the final
saliency map.

The masking experiment gives a different domain to ana-
lyze the performance of the saliency maps: here we see that if
the salient regions are observed in isolation, areas with strong
symmetric responses seem to be highly rated as interesting
and relevant by human observers.

Our approach does have some limitations when it comes
to issues of occlusion and scale. Depending on the scale at
which symmetry is computed, objects which were previously
not important can suddenly become salient. In addition, a
symmetrical image that is covered or distorted may lose the
qualities which made it symmetric and the filtering will pro-
duce little response. Though we attempt to address the scaling
issue by filtering across multiple scales, there is little that can
be done to address issues such as occlusion without higher-
level knowledge of the scene.
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